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ABSTRACT
Video streaming is the leading network traffic on the Internet, yet
there are few tools to run high fidelity experiments with video
streaming traffic on network emulation-based testbeds. In this pa-
per, we present a framework to enable higher fidelity and principled
experimentation with 36 different video streaming traffic scenario
combinations that can be configured and deployed on a notional
CDN and data metrics infrastructure. This framework can be used
to further study and experiment with adaptive bitrate algorithms
and other AI/ML solutions for video delivery.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Video streaming is one of the top network traffic applications on
the Internet [19], however, there are limited tools to model rep-
resentative video streaming traffic for systematic and disciplined
experimentation. Prior work in traffic generation and simulation
typically focus real-world deployments [1, 2, 25] and algorithm
development and stress testing [13] or on simulating the behavior
of the underlying protocols [3, 5, 21, 26].

Networking and cyber security researchers need video streaming
traffic generation tools in representative environments in order to
develop and evaluate the next generation of systems, including
those for AI/ML network traffic classification and quality of service
management. These tools allow experimenters to test and evaluate
their solutions during development, and include reconfigurable
client and server components.

Today, experimenters iterate on and test their video streaming
software and algorithm components on the Internet, simulators/em-
ulators, or “one-off” on their development workstations. These en-
vironments presents a challenge for fidelity in experimentation.
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There is a trade-off between fidelity and reproducibility, and at an-
other level, ease of reproducibility. Running or deploying services
on the Internet gives you the highest fidelity, but the resource and
monetary costs are prohibitively high for almost everyone except
large commercial entities. Similarly, network simulators are fast
and easy ways to simulate network traffic conditions, but are often
focused on simulating the underlying protocols (TCP, UDP) rather
than application traffic.

In order to create representative video traffic on-the-wire for
experimentation on testbeds, we combine and use various com-
ponents of a video streaming architecture to emulate real users
watching actual videos on a modern Internet. In § 2, we present
a notional DNS-based content distribution network that can be
configured for the experiments. While preliminary at this stage,
this model enables reproducible video streaming experiments at
a higher fidelity with edge caches at multiple points-of-presence
(PoPs) in the emulated network.

The benefit of experimentation on testbeds is reproducibility and
repeatability of actual network traffic and behavior in a controlled
environment. While the clients, servers, middleboxes, and network
topologies are emulated on VMs or bare-metal, the traffic on the
wire is real.

Our contributions are to: (1) build and support a Content De-
livery Network (CDN) on an emulation-based networking testbed
for video streaming, (2) extend existing reproducible video traffic
generators to use a CDN, and (3) instrument clients and servers to
support collecting Quality of Experience (QoE) metrics and build
a data collection architecture to support live and offline analysis
of QoE data. We describe the architecture and methodology of
our video streaming experimentation framework in § 2. In § 3, we
demonstrate our CDN and video streaming traffic generators. We
cover related work in § 4, discuss future work and conclude in § 5.
To further enable research in this domain, we make our network
traffic generators, experimentation framework, and tools freely
available at https://mergetb.org/projects/searchlight/.

2 A FRAMEWORK FOR VIDEO STREAMING
EXPERIMENTATION

Our framework of video streaming experimentation on network
emulation-based testbeds at a higher fidelity consists of three com-
ponents: a simplified CDN (§ 2.1), video streaming traffic gener-
ators (§ 2.2), and instrumentation and architecture for analyzing
QoE metrics (§ 2.3). We discuss implementation details in § 2.4.
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Table 1: Comparing Our Testbed vs. an Internet CDN Features

System Our Testbed CDN An Internet CDN

Traffic steering Single-level DNS Multi-level DNS, anycast routing
Content management “Static” (already synchronized and replicated), pre-

computed audio/video chunks
Dynamic (cache priming and miss strategies), complex replica-
tion strategies (resource, geographical constraints) on-the-fly au-
dio/video encoding

Infrastructure
monitoring

Throughput, QoE, QoS metrics (control plane) Accounting, availability, network and application performance
(including QoE, QoS)

client A ? 10.1.1.1

dnsmasq
127.0.0.1:53

example.com A?

cdn.isi.corp A?

authoritative DNS server
isi.corp

ns0.isi.corp

cdn.isi.corp A?
cdn.isi.corp A 10.1.2.1

upstream DNS resolverexample.com A?
example.com A w.x.y.z

client B ? 10.5.5.5

dnsmasq
127.0.0.1:53

cdn.isi.corp A?

cdn.isi.corp A?
cdn.isi.corp A 10.5.2.1

Figure 1: Client-side Split DNS Configuration

2.1 Improving Network Experimentation
Fidelity with a CDN

We take a step forward in improving the experimentation fidelity
of video streaming experiments by implementing and providing a
usable CDN within a testbed.

Today’s Internet is both much more complex and consolidated:
most traffic today is being delivered to Internet users from Hyper-
giants [10, 14], a small set of content providers and CDNs. In the
past, a client connecting to a website would be a simple point-to-
point client-server connection: today, the top websites, on average,
loaded roughly 96 different URLs from 16.5 different domains [18],
many of which resolve to the same CDN.

Our goal is to build a working and easily extensible CDN for ex-
perimentation on testbeds. ACDN system consists ofmany complex
subsystems [17], and because the often proprietary technology is
constantly evolving, we focus our efforts onwhat the end-user client
would “see” on the network when interacting with a CDN rather
than an actual Internet CDN. Table 1 summarizes, at a high-level,
some of the distinctive features between our CDN implementation
and an Internet CDN.

From the perspective of the end-user, a CDN roughly consists
of two major systems: (1) traffic steering using DNS or anycast
routing and (2) a set of edge caches located as close as possible to
the end-user client.

To steer traffic to a particular edge cache, we deploy authorita-
tive DNS with a number of answering strategies that are available
to experimenters. Figure 1 shows a typical client configuration: a
client has a local forwarding resolver that forwards all requests in a
particular domain to an authoritative Domain Name System (DNS)
server (all other domains are sent to an upstream resolver). In re-
sponse to a client’s query, this authoritative can be configured to
return a record that matches the closest edge cache server using
IP geolocation, or “random” records. While returning the closest

server is typically the optimal behavior, our ability to return ar-
bitrary records is useful for validating testbed experiments and
experimenting with network capabilities. For example, the experi-
menter or the testbed platform can validate or spot-check that an
experiment is working and performing as specified (correctness
in DNS, network reachability, etc.) before running experiments
and taking measurements. Similarly, we configure how records are
returned to experiment with fault tolerance and network service
failures (Internet outages, cyberattacks, overloading) or capabilities
(load balancing, measuring availability and performance).

In addition to arbitrary records, we can configure wildcard DNS
to always return random and valid answers. Using wildcard DNS
enables us to control both the effects of DNS caching and number
of lookups required.

We focus on content delivery from an edge to the end-user client,
resulting in a “static”-like CDN. A typical CDN on the Internet gen-
erally pulls or gets pushed content from one or more origin servers.
We instead deploy a set of already replicated edge caches: from
the end-user’s perspective, this represents the typical browsing
or viewing experience as the initial added latency only affects the
first user. Prior work [12] and discussions with researchers at CDN
providers has found that the latency cost in the initial cache miss
is highly optimized (via priming or network pathing) or greatly
amortized over time in production CDNs. To simplify our initial
implementation, we consider replication strategies and evaluating
the costs of cache priming and misses for future work.

Figure 2 shows our edge server implementation. On each edge
server, assets are served by a Caddy webserver from an already-
synchronized and consistent backing store (i.e., the origin server
(dotted boxes) has already pushed content to all caches (dotted
lines)). We also provide a live watermarking image proxy to help
with caching (or cache busting) and visually validating that the
CDN is working as intended.

2.2 Extending and Using Reproducible Video
Streaming Traffic Generators

We next extend a video streaming traffic generator to use our CDN
and instrument the generators with QoE metrics collection.

Video streaming traffic is defined as video that is streamed on-
demand from a server to client (Netflix, YouTube, or Vimeo) as
opposed to video streamed live (Facebook Live, Twitch). In a clas-
sic video streaming deployment, one or more clients connect to
and stream a video from a remote server, which hosts both the
audio/video assets and supporting website (HTML, JavaScript). To
improve realism, we add support for hosting both audio/video and
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Figure 2: Edge Server Implementation and Client Interaction Example

Table 2: Video Streaming Configurable Settings [4]

Name Configuration Values

Resolution 576p, 720p, 1080p
Protocol:

Streaming DASH, HLS, HTML5
Transport HTTP/1.1, HTTP/1.1+TLS, HTTP/2, HTTP/3

Watching:
Behavior Simple, Random (future), Popular (future)
Time 𝑛 seconds

website assets on our CDN. To improve experimentation and eval-
uation, we add instrumentation for collecting QoE ground-truth
metrics for both live and offline analysis.

We extend and use an open-source video streaming traffic genera-
tor [4], which supports 36 combinations of multiple video streaming
(DASH, HLS, HTML5) and transport protocols (HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2,
HTTP/3) over a variety of resolutions, as shown in Table 2 (Fig-
ure 3 shows the protocol stack and how protocols build on top of
another). The client consists of the Google Chrome web browser
instrumented using JavaScript and the Playwright [16] browser au-
tomation framework to emulate a user watching video. The client
watches videos using a simple human behavior model on a website
for a pre-determined length of time. To easily enforce a configu-
ration for ground truth, the server can strictly deliver websites at
specific URL endpoints that indicate the streaming and transport
protocols used.

IP
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HTTP/1.1 HTTP/2
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QUIC

HTTP/3

HTML5
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Figure 3: Video Streaming and “Transport” Protocol Stack

We extend this video streaming traffic generator to incorporate
our CDN and QoE components. To use our CDN, we dynamically
generate the video website by rewriting URLs of page assets (video
manifests of audio/video chunks, JavaScript, images) to use do-
mains that resolve to an edge cache. We discussed earlier that
we can configure how the domain names of our CDN edges re-
solve to its IP addresses via IP geolocation or round-robin. De-
pending on the experimenter’s needs, clients can connect to URLs
that resolve to the closest edge cache (cdn.example.corp), or to
an arbitrary edge that is likely to be distant “geographically” (e.g.,
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qkf7kjj.cdn.example.corp → nyc.cdn.example.corp). In an ex-
treme case used to demonstrate our CDN’s functionality, for exam-
ple, each asset’s URL points to a unique domain which results in a
client connecting to every edge cache in our CDN.

We also instrument the client and server to collect QoE metrics
for analyzing the overall performance and health of video streaming
delivery and playback. A defined set of QoE metrics are standard-
ized in the industry as Common Media Client Data (CMCD) [6].
CMCD includes video streaming performance data like measured
bandwidth, buffer starvation events, and requested/actual bitrates
of audio/visual segments. On the client-side, we use existing in-
strumentation on the ABR video players, which send CMCD data
as URL query parameters to the web server. We further configure
the web server to send HTTP access log entries to a lightweight
logger we developed that sits alongside Caddy. This logger parses
and sends video metrics to multiple “sinks” over the control plane,
including a remote time-series database, for further analysis.

2.3 Experiment Instrumentation and
Architecture for Live and Offline Analysis
of QoE Metrics

The final major component in our framework for video streaming
experimentation is the architecture for collecting and processing
QoE metrics.

Analyzing QoE metrics is important in experimentation as the
metrics reveal to us the actual behavior and ground truth of network
and video playback performance as the client end-user perceives it.
We do not always receive the full picture of client performance by
looking at data on the wire or packet captures—this is especially
true as network traffic and corresponding metadata moves to being
encrypted by default. Similarly, spot checking all video streaming
clients using VNC or remote desktop is both labor-intensive and
infeasible on large-scale experimentation. (While prior work has
shown that one can use AI/ML techniques [8] to build models
on network traffic data to infer playback performance, training
these models requires labor-intensive and often manual labeling of
ground truth.)

We support the instrumentation of ground truth or QoE data in
our video streaming traffic generators (discussed earlier in § 2.2) by
deploying monitoring backend infrastructure in our experiments.
We provide live visualization or situational awareness using dash-
boards and enable offline analysis by archiving data after each
experiment run.

QoE metrics are sent from our video traffic generators to a re-
mote monitoring server running the InfluxDB Time-Series Data-
base (TSDB). To avoid adding unnecessary noise to an experiment’s
network traffic, we typically send logging and metrics data over
the control plane (akin to a management VLAN). To emulate a pro-
duction environment, we could also run all monitoring traffic over
the data plane as well.

Live and offline analysis of QoE metrics helps with iterating and
validating an experiment run, and enables comparisons between
many experiments. Support for live and offline analysis is done
by connecting various frontends to the TSDB backend. For offline
analysis, we export and archive the TSDB and Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) access log data for further processing.

To visually validate a live experiment or demonstration, we can
monitor both network throughput and QoE metrics in real-time
using web dashboards (Grafana), shown in Figure 4. For example,
if we reduce the bandwidth on a link between a client and server
during an experiment, we can visually verify that the measured
network throughput has decreased and that the video player on the
client reduces the playback bitrate and possibly experiences buffer
starvation.

2.4 Implementation and Usage
We implement each component in our framework with the goal of
maximizing experimentation flexibility and configurability. While
each of our components are designed to interoperate together, they
can also be used independently, depending on experimentation
needs (e.g., our server-side components could be used with an
independently developed mobile client).

We use and support our implementations on Merge [7], a net-
work emulation-based Linux testbed. The Merge testbed platform
enables users to deploy experiments with arbitrary network topolo-
gies and dynamically configure routing and links with arbitrary
bandwidth capacity (up to 10Gbps), delay, and loss. Merge also
provides efficient hardware resource allocation and sharing and
isolation between experiments.

All experiment nodes on the testbed are VMs that run an unmod-
ified, baseline Ubuntu 20.04 LTS operating system. The hardware
requirements will vary depending on experimental needs: we have
found that 2 to 4 CPU cores on a modern CPUwith 8GB of memory
on each node provides smooth video streaming performance while
supporting data instrumentation and collection. We have also run
video streaming experiments successfully on a Merge testbed of
resource-constrained, embedded devices [11].

We create and deploy Ansible playbooks for all stages of an
experiment (topology configuration, software provisioning, traffic
generation, data capture and archiving, topology teardown), includ-
ing repeated runs for statistical validity. These playbooks make the
experimental setup and execution portable to other environments
without requiring custom operating system images.

Our network traffic generators, experimentation framework,
and tools are freely and publicly available at https://mergetb.org/
projects/searchlight/.

3 USE CASE DEMONSTRATION
We next look at a video streaming experiment running on a testbed
to demonstrate our video streaming traffic generators using our
CDN on a testbed.

We deploy a small-scale tiered network to provide a controlled
environment that roughly approximates an enterprise network
while balancing the topology size with resource constraints. The
tiered network consists of a tree-like hierarchical topology with
traffic generating clients at the leaves (enclaves) and multiple levels
of routers above. Figure 5 shows our 19 node topology, with clients
(h*, orange) at the furthest leaves. Our CDNhas edge caches (cdn-*,
blue) deployed at the edge of each enclave, connected to a border
router (magenta). Finally, all border routers (and corresponding
enclaves) are connected in a tree-like hierarchical structure rooted
at a common router c0 (blue).

https://mergetb.org/projects/searchlight/
https://mergetb.org/projects/searchlight/
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Figure 4: Live Metrics Visualization Dashboard
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Figure 5: Tiered Topology with a CDN

Table 3: Link Capacities in Tiered Topology

Link(s) Capacity RTT
(Mbps) (ms)

All end-hosts to their border router 500 0
{b-one, cdn-0}↔ bb0 500 0
{b-two, cdn-1}↔ bb1 500 0

{b-three, cdn-2}↔ bb2 500 0
bb0↔ c0 500 20
bb1↔ c0 100 200
bb2↔ c0 50 600

We deploy the network with “geographically distant” enclaves,
representing satellite or remote offices, by adjusting the bandwidth
capacity and latency of each link. We deploy the network such
that the enclaves are “geographically distant” by adjusting the
bandwidth capacity and latency of each link. Table 3 summarizes
the bandwidth of each link. Clients and the edge cache in each
enclave are connected to one another with high bandwidth and
very low latency. In this demonstration, each enclave is connected
to the core at varying bandwidths and latencies: while enclave
one is connected at a high speed (500Mbps, 20ms), enclaves two
and three are much slower: 100Mbps/200ms and 50Mbps/600ms,
respectively. While Merge allows experimenters to dynamically and
programmatically adjust link constraints (bandwidth, delay, loss)
while an experiment is running, we initially keep them constant as
controlled variables.

To demonstrate our CDN, we run a video streaming traffic client
that accesses video on all three edge caches. While all the edge
caches are replicated in the same way, wemodify the video manifest
file to retrieve assets at specific resolutions from specific caches.
The client, running on h0-one connects to the website and plays
the video at each resolution (576p, 720p, 1080p) for approximately
30 s each (total runtime 120 s) over DASH and HTTP/2.

Figure 6 shows the connections and throughput over time as
captured on border router bb0. Each connection to a server is color-
coded and labeled for reference.We see that the initial spike (purple)
in the loading of the webpage, JavaScript, and video manifest from
cdn-0. The client then starts playback at 576p from cdn-2 (orange),
720p from cdn-1 (blue), and finally 1080p from cdn-0 (purple).
Overall, we see the expected “sawtooth”-like pattern of ABR video
streaming. We see a noticeable spike around 80 swhen switching to
1080p, as the video player takes advantage of themassive increase in
bandwidth (from 100Mbps to 500Mbps) to refill its “initial” buffer.

We have highlighted some of the capabilities of running video
streaming traffic experiments with a CDN on a testbed. We believe
that experimenters will be able to emulate a variety of network
conditions and scenarios with CDNs to design and test new and
existing ABR algorithms.
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Figure 6: Streaming video at multiple resolutions from three edge cache servers to one client via HTTP/2.

4 RELATEDWORK
Prior work in traffic generation has focused on simulating the
behavior of the underlying protocols [3, 21, 26]. Stohr et al. [22]
conduct a systematic approach using the Mininet network emulator
on DASH video players to find optimum configurations and to
directly compare players and algorithms. Our approach expands
the scope and fidelity of video streaming traffic in experimentation
by deploying the traffic in a variety of network conditions and
topologies with other competing network flows.

Prior work in CDNs typically focus on the architecture or mea-
surements of CDNs deployment on the Internet [1, 9, 23]. Schomp
et al. [20] describe the architecture of Akamai’s DNS system, one
of the largest DNS systems that supports their CDN. While our
notional CDN uses a simplified DNS setup, we can learn from their
design decisions to improve upon our own in the context of im-
proving fidelity for experimentation.

CDNs have also been deployed at varying levels of fidelity on
testbeds [15, 24]. CoDeeN [25] was a CDN deployed on the Planet-
Lab testbed, and acted as web proxies for PlanetLab clients to cache
and distribute content from origin sites. While CoDeeN and Planet-
Lab provided high levels of fidelity by virtue of being deployed on
the Internet, it would have been difficult to reliably reproduce and
repeat experiments using CoDeeN. Our CDN and traffic generators
provides reproducible, high fidelity experimentation in a controlled
environment for ease in repeatability.

5 FUTUREWORK AND CONCLUSION
In future work we will focus on improving the fidelity of our CDN,
and developing data collection techniques to further improve anal-
ysis. These modifications will also allow us to implement more
extensive experiments and different categories of experiments.

The DNS-based redirection implemented in our work is the most
fundamental CDN technique, and also the easiest to control. CDN
providers have developed many other techniques to optimize de-
livery, including anycast routing and Edge Side Includes (ESI). In
order to accurately emulate more recent CDN architectures, we
must implement such technologies. These approaches require more
complex coordination—anycast routing requires manipulating Bor-
der Gateway Protocol (BGP), and ESI involves configuring specific
web pages. Implementing these techniques not only improves our
ability to emulate CDNs, but also to consider how different combi-
nations of the CDN toolbox can impact systems.

Our current instrumentation is built on existing network-based
data collection tools; however, this approach is inadequate for the
complex multi-host and multi-network phenomena which make up
modern web traffic. In order to properly reconstruct and analyze
events, we need a capability which identifies all of the distinct ob-
servables of a single event at the endpoint and then correlate that
information with data from all the diverse servers and networks
comprising the experiment. Accurate modern network experimen-
tation requires examining large networks and the concomitant large
volume of data, some form of summarization similar to NetFlow is
necessary to reduce the data footprint, reduce reliance on raw data
and increase analysis speed.

In this paper, we have taken the first steps towards increas-
ing fidelity in video streaming experimentation on testbeds. We
implemented the core components of a CDN, extended a video
streaming traffic generator to use the CDN, and instrumented both
the traffic generator and testbed to collect and analyze QoE met-
rics during and after experiment runs. Our network traffic genera-
tors, experimentation framework, and tools will be freely available
at https://mergetb.org/projects/searchlight/.

https://mergetb.org/projects/searchlight/
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